COMPETE EVERY DAY
BUILD YOUR WINNING MINDSET
I’ve helped business leaders & their teams
become absolute powerhouses, filled to
the brim with competitive spirit and
compassion.
JAKE THOMPSON HELPS
BUSINESS LEADERS & THEIR
TEAMS BUILD A WINNING
MINDSET & CULTURE SO THEY
CAN ACHIEVE THEIR GOALS.

WHAT MY CLIENTS SAY:
"In the weeks after Jake's workshop, I have seen
positive changes in the attitudes and actions of
my team, both professionally and personally. I
100% recommend Jake to inspire, motivate and
teach your team to compete everyday!"
- Angie, APEX PT
"If you want your team to get the mindset
needed to elevate their game, then I would
highly recommend having Jake come talk to
them."
- Travis, The Marketing Arm

Now it’s your turn.
Let’s sharpen your team’s focus, enhance
their daily process, and elevate their
output.
By teaching your team to compete every
day, they’ll be motivated to take action and
hold themselves and other team members
accountable.
Ready to watch your team become
winners?
Jake Thompson is a speaker + author who teaches
ambitious teams how to increase productivity, reach
goals, and build up a Championship culture. He is the
founder & Chief Encouragement Officer of the global
lifestyle brand Compete Every Day, and a member of the
National Speakers Association.

COMPETE EVERY DAY
972.532.7247

"I've worked with over 200 different speakers
over the years, I would definitely recommend
Jake!"
- Jess, American Dream U

Booking@CompeteEveryDay.com
www.JakeAThompson.com
2770 Main Street, Suite 138
Frisco, Texas 75033
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EIGHT TRAITS OF A
WINNING MINDSET

*Focused on what's in its control
instead of distracted by what isn't.
*Proactive in its pursuits. A winning
mindset is not a "waiting" or "wanting"
one.
*Always owns their actions/inactions
*Believes in the power of consistent
hard work over natural-born talent
*Intentionally builds a starting-5 of
relationships for their life
*Believes failures & setbacks provide
clues that will build future wins.

PRAISE FOR JAKE'S BOOK:
"I absolutely loved this book. It is truly motivational no
matter where you are in life’s journey. I highly
recommend it to anyone who wants to become a better
version of self."
- Jennifer S.
"This book was a perfect perception and foundation to
push each of us a little harder each day to reach our
goals. This book is definitely one I will read time and
time again."
- Alicia
"I found the insights that are delivered at the end of
each chapter to be extremely helpful. Instead of only
providing compelling reasons for why we need to do
better (and there are certainly plenty of reasons!), each
chapter concludes with practical insights to transform
ourselves for the better."
- Adam

*Invests in helping others learn how to
succeed & grow too.
*Believes in giving your best, every
situation, every time.

CONNECT WITH JAKE:
LINKEDIN:
http://linkedin.com/in/JakeThompson4
INSTAGRAM:
@JakeThompsonSpeaks

START THE CONVERSATION AT

JAKEATHOMPSON.COM

TWITTER:
@JakeAThompson

